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round RI' {he latte!' counted n (n-l) times, form the complete apparent 
circuit, indeed a degenerated curve of class 2n (n-1). 

Fo!' the vertical projection the centre Y <Xl lies on 1'2 <Xl ; the apparent 
circuit on the vel'tieal plane consists therefore of n (n-1) pencils 
round points on the pro.ieetion of 1'1' and of a peneil whoRe vertex 
is the point at infinity on the .v-axis and whirh pencil must be 
counted n (n -1) times. 

MathematicB. - "Surfaces, twisted curves and gl'oups of points 
{(s loci oj vertice<j of certain systems of cones" by Prof. p, H. 

SCHOUTE I). Flrst paper. 

1. We considel' as given (n+2), pairs of straight lines crossing 
each other, (al> a'l), (b,b'), whel'e i assurnes sueceRsively the valnes 
1,2, ... ,~n(n+3). We represent by tal a transversalof (al, a'l), by 

tb a transversalof (b, b'). Tbe points P emitting (n + 2)2 trans

vel'sals ta , tb lying on a cone e" of order n form a surface (P) of , 
.which the order is to b~ determined. 

Bowever we remark first, that fhe 9.(n+2)2 given lines (rtl' a'l), 

(b, b') are lines of multipliciiy n on (P). Fol', the cone en with an 
a1'bitrary point P of b as vertex and the transvel'sals tal emitted by , 
th is point as edges, cuts the line b' in n points and is the1'efore to 

be counted n times among the considered system of cones C", i.e. 
on ce for each of these points of intersection. 

Moreover it is immediately evident, that eaeh point of each of 
the two curnmon transversals tl,k and t'i,l.: of the pairs (al' a'l) and 
(alcl a',.) is vertex of a cone of the system, as we find for this point 
(n+2)l-1 edges only. So these lines, 6(12+3)4 in number, are single 
lines of (P). 

2. In order to dete1'rnine the ordel' of (P) we try to find the 
number of points P satisfying the conditions of the problem lying 
on an arbitrary transversal tb, by means of a tigure lying in an 
arbitm1'ily chosen plane j( connected with our figure in spaee in the 
following way. 

We consider the transversals t(li emitted by the points P of tb 

ahd renlark that they form a regulus (tb, al, a',) of which tb, ai, a', 

1) Suggested by the last communication of Prof. JAN DE VRIES (These Proceedings, 
XIV, p. 259). 
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are directrices. The quadric bearing this regnlus cuts ~ in a conic 
c; ano' on this conic the regullls itself mal'ks a series of points, in 

projective cOl'l'espondence with the series of points P on t&. So we 
,get in n a system of (12+2)2-1 series of póints on conics, in mutllal 
projective cOl'respondence, with the pal'iÎclllarity that the point of 
inters€ction 13 of tb and ~ is a common correspondmg point of all. 
As often as a point P of t" dIffet'ent fl'ol11 13 fUl'llishes (n+2)2-1 
points Pi of 1 hese series oI}' _conics lying on a curve c·, of order 12 

passing thl'ongh 13, as of ten tb cuts the sUl'face (P) in a point not 
Iy ing on one of the lines b, b'; in ot hol' words, if the fil'st n umber 
is p, the order of (p) is IJ+2n. Now the nurnbeL' p can be easily 
determined. 1f we aSSllffiE' iJl :r a triangle of. cool'dinates of whirh 
13 is the vertex X 2 = 0, :cs = 0, the (n+2)2-1 sel'Îes of points can 
be represented by 

iVl1) =f',,}·2+ g',:J. + h',i, m~l) = f",J. 2 -l gl,j). + h~l' ,'U~I)=f3,i).2+ g1./J. + hs 

whete h2,i and /za,l wil! have 10 dis~tppear for all tlte values of i if 
- we stipulate that J. = ° cOl'l'c5ponds to the COlllt1lon point B. So the 

equation of the curve ('~I thl'ongh the ,n+2),-1 points PI cOlTe-. 

sponding to J. is ol.Jlained by pUtlÏllg a determinant of order (1'1+2)2 
eqnal to zero, of which 

is the first 1'OW, whilst the oiber 1'OW5 ran be deduced from this one 
by snbstituting fol' .1\, x 2 ,xa successively the quadratic forms in ). of 
("lt) , ,'D~/), .1/;) cOl'l'esponding to the different values of i. Substitlltion of 

1, 0, 0 for Xl' .v2 ' 02'3 in the fit'st row furnishos then the equation of 
cOlldltioll detol'lIlming I. lf b. is the minol' of (he determinant with 
respect to .v'!, (he equation of condition is b. = 0, the substitution of 

1, 0, ° in the fit'st 1'0W annulling all the elemenis of tl1Îs t'OW with 
exception of the fil'st. 'fhe order of this minor in J. wOlIld be 
1 
~ n (12+3) times 211, Ol' n~ (n+3), if h'2" and h3" did not disappear 

fol' all values of i, BUL on Ihis account the order has to be lessened, 
as' we can dh ide the elements of columns 1 and 2 of the minor 
by J., those of the columns 3, 4: and 5 by J.\ those of Ihe columns 
6, 7, 8 and 9 by i. 3

, etc. and those of the last n + 1 columns by 
Î., whilst the valne zero of ), corresponding 10 the poio t of coin
cidence B of the sedes, has to be discal'ded. So we have to diminish 
n~ (1l+3} by 
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1 , 
2.1 + 3.2 + 4.3 + ... + (n 1-1) n = - n (n t I) (n+2) = 2 (n I 2):\" 

3 , . 

and find 1'01' ]J tbe value n2 (n+3) -- 2 (n+2)3 and therefore fol' tbe 
order 17 + 2n of (P) 

1 2 
n2 (n ~ 3) -3 n (n+1) (n+2) + 2n = 3 n (n+l)(n+2)=.4(n+2)a 

80 we have got 1): 

THEOREM 1. "The locns of the pOÜ1t P emitting transversals lying 

on a rone e'I to v~+2)2 arbitrarily gi\'en pairs of lines is a snrface 
(P) of ol'der 4,n+2)3' of which the given lines are lines of mlllti
plicity n and the pairs of transversal:3 of the given pairs taken by 
two single lines." 

Fo!' n = 1 this result is contained in the paper qnoted abo\'e; 
fOl' n = 2 it admit'3 of a simple check. In fhe special case öf six 
pairs of inte7'sectin,CJ lines any qlladratic cone of the system must 
flllfil with respect to the cornbination of the point of intel'section 
Al and the connecting plane al of each pair (al, all) one of two 
eonditions, i. e. either pass throllgh At or bave a vertex lying in al' 

in which latter case the cone is to be counted twice, Ollce fol' each 
of the two edges lying in al' 80 we find in tbis case the generally 
known surfaee ot' the vertices of the cones passing throllgh six given 
points Ai and besides this surf'ace 0 4 with 25 straight lines the six 
planes (1/ counted twice, i. e. an Olft as the theorem req1lÏres. 

Inverscly we fjnd by means' of the cOl'respollding rase fOL' an 
al'bitrary n, i. e. of the case of (n+2)2 pairs of interseëting lines: 

TmmHEM. Il. "The locns of the vel tices of the con es C'! passing 
thl'ough (n+2)2 arbitral'ily given points is a sUl'face of order (n+2)3 
of which the given points are points of multiplicity n." 

In the special case of (12+2)2 pairs of intersecting lines the 04(11+2)3 

of the ,ertices of cones C" consists of the (n+2)J 'connecting planes 
ai counting n times and of the sUl'facle of the second theol'em. So 
the order of this sUl'face is 

4 (n+2)8 - n (n+2)~ = J (n+2)8 ~ 3 (n+2)8 = (n+2)s. 
As the Jines connecting the (n+2)2 points of intersection Ai by tHfO 
lie on 0(,+2)3 each of these points must be an n-fold point of this sUl'fa~e. 

1 ) We rem ark that the number of points of the locus lying on an arbitrary 
line ean be found quite as easily by mcans of the method used abovE': in that 
case the dE'terminant itself, with its (n + 2)2 rows each of order 2n in À, would 
have been of order 6 (n+2)3 in À, and diminution with 2 (n+2)3 would have 
given the same result 4 en l-2)3' This confirms thai the given lines are n-fold 
lines of the locus. 
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3. Have we been able to deduee uniil now theorems holding for 
an ftrbitral'y value of 12, in proceeding to the determination of the 
twisted curve Q fOl'ming the locus of tbe point P, emitting transversals 

lying on a cone C' to ~ n(n+3)+ 2 pairs of lines (ai, a'z), (b, b'), 

(c, c') we are obliged to treat tbe cases n = 2, n = 3, etc. separately. 
We will indicate first what is the eau se of tbis and restl'ict oUl'selves 
then in this communication to the case n = 2. 

The surfaees (P)ö and (P)c, eorresponding in the manner indicated 
in tlJeorem I to the systems (al' a',), lb, b') and (ai, ai), (c, c'), admit 

1 
as sneh tbe "2 n (n+3) pairs of lines ai, a'i as eommon lines of 

1 [1 ] multiplicity n and the 212 (n+3) 2 n (12+3) -1 transversals 

cutting these pairs by two as common single lines. 80 these 
snrfaces inlersect each other still in a curve of oroer 

4 1 
9 n2 (n+l)2 (n+2)2 - nS (nt 3) -"4 n (n t3) ln2 +3n-2) 

1 
= 36 n (n+l) (16n4+80n~+83n2-53n+54). 

lf now we bad the eertainty that each point P of tbis completing 

inter:section was tbe vertex of t~ cone C" with tbe transversals emitted 
1 

by this point to the "2 12 (n+3) + 2 pairs of given lines as edges, 

the number indicated ,just now would represent tbe order of tbe 
curve Q unde)' discussion. This however is only the case for 12 = 1 
where tbe obtained result passes into a (>10, as it ought to do (see 
the paper quoted). For in the case of higher values of 12 the com
pleting intersection found above consists of two or more parts, one 
or more of which do not belong to tbe locus. In order to show th is 
we must b'eat the two cases n = 2 and 12 > 2 separately, 

For 12 = 2 the two surfaces 0iG and O~6 have still in common 

besides the ten common double lines and the twenty common single 
lines tbe five twisted curves ('10 -- as we shall see immediately not 
connecied with solutions of the problem - which form the loci of 
the point emitting complal1ar transversals to four of tbe five pairs 
(ai, a'i), Let PI be a point emitting to the four pairs (a2,a',), (az,a'a), 
(a~, a'4)' (as' a's) four transvel'sals lying in the plane al and let fJl and 
"t 1 l'epresent the planes of the pairs of transvel'sals from PI to 
(al> at'), (b,b') and (al' a'l)' (c,c'); then (al> fJl) and (au "tI) represent 
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quadratic cones degenerated into pait·s of planes with respect to the 
two sextriples of pairs of lines (at,a'I), (b,b') and (ai,a'ï),(e,c')and 
therefore PI lies on 0i6 and O~6 without being vertex of aquadratic 

cone with the transversals to the seven pairs (ai, a'd, (b,b'), (c, e') 
as edgeR. 80 each of the quadruples out of the 'five pairs of lines 
(ai, a'd fUl'llishes a (>;0 common to O~6 and O~6 but not corresponding 

to solutions of the pl'oblem; so the curve (>196 found above consiRts 
of these nve _curves Qlo which are to be' discarded and the locus 

proper Q146. . 

The result Q146 is easily checked as follows. 8tal'ting from seven 
pait's of intel'seeting lines for which Ai and ai, (i = 1,2, .. , 7) 
represent the seven points of intersection and connecting planes, the 
locus consists of: 

1. the loeus f/ of the vertices of the cones contained in the liet 
of surfaces 0 2 through the se\'en points Aï, 

2. the section e4 of any of the seven plan es ai with the surface 
0 4 fOl'ming the loens of the cones through the six points A with a 
subscript different from i, cOllnted twice, 

3. fhe lines of intersection of the seven plan es (ti by two, éounted 
JoU?' times. 

80 we find 6 + 7 . 4: . 2 + 21. 1 . 4: = 146. 
The neces3ity of discarding a part of the completing intersectiQn, 

on 'account ofl the existence of a loens of points P for which the 

con es eb and C~ corresponding to the systems «(li, a'i), (b, b') and 

(ni, a/i), (c, e') break up into a common part ,CII and two different 

completing parls Ci:-jJ and C~-Jl, presents itself in the case n = 2 
only. Fol' th is locus puts in its appeal'ance under the condition 

[~p(p+3)+2J +- Hn-p)(n-p+ö) = [tll(n+3)+1] 

only; for then the locus of the point P for which !p'p+3) + 2 

transversals lie on a cone CP furnishes a curve common to O~6 and O!6 
the points of which do not satisfy the conditions of the pl'oblem. 
As this eqnation reduces itself to p(n-p)=1 the only possible case 
is ]1=1, n=,2. 

We now pass to a consideration of the cases n > 2 and take 
n = 3 as example. Here the two sllrfaces (P)b and (P)c corresponding 
to the systems (ai, dj), (b,b') and (ai, a'd, (c,e'), where i goes from 
one to nine included, admit besides the 18 common threefolrl lines 
and the 72 common single lines a cornmon twisted curve not con
nected \'\ ith sol u tions of the pl'oblem, I.e. the curve forming with 
the two gl'OUpS of 18 and 72 lines the locus of the point P emitting 
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to Jhe pairs (az, a't) nine transvelsal.:; fOl'ming the base edges of a 
pencil of cones (}3 instead of detel'mining a single cubic cone. This 
particularity pl'esents itself also fol' larger values of n. 80 we can 
say in general that for n> 2 a twisted cUl'..ve OCC1ll'S fOl'ming with 
the two groups of lines cOl'l'esponding to the value of n the locus 
of the point Pfor which the tl'al1aversals to the (n+2)2-1 pairs (az, Il'z) 

determine a pencil of cones CIl
, If the oreler of ihis twisted CUl've 

is found we also know 'the order of the locus Q of the point emitting 

transvel'sals lying on a cone C" to (17,+2)2+1 gi ven pairs of lines. 
Though the theoretical determillation of the order of the fiJ'st curve 
implies no ddficulties the practical execlltion requil'es lUOl'e room 
than we have at onr disposal bel'e; this is the cause why we restrict 
ourselves now to tlle case n = 2. 

4. Now that we have experienced that the curve QIO of the case 
17, = 1 p1ays a part in the in vestigation of the c/,l,se n = 2 we may 
conjecture that tIle twenty points with C'omplanar quintupies of 
transversals (see the paper quoted) wi11 do hkewise. 

Let D be a point emitting five transvel'sals tat lying in a prane 

cf to the five pairs (a" az'), and let l be a 1ine through D not lying 
in ri, Tl1en the method indicateel in art. 2 furnishes in ó with the 
aid of the six reguli (l, al, a't), (1, b, b') SIX series of points in mntual 
projective corl'espondence of which five lie on lines 1'1 and the sixth 
on a conic passing through D. 80 the number of points common 
to l anel Ob 6 and different fl'om Dis equal to the order of the eqnation 

I (UI,i). + v 1,1)2, (UI,: J. + Vl,z) (nl,l)' + V2,z) , •• " (Zt 3,1)' + V3,Z)21 = 0 

I (f/2+g1)·+7tJ2, (/1).2 +g/. + lL 1)(f/2 + g2'.-f 1L2), .. , (f3 1,2 + g/+lLs)2 

in J., i.. e. 14. 80 D is a node I) of 0i6• As tlle flve CUl'ves Q;o 
corresponding with four of tlle five pairs (al, a',) pass thl'ough D 
the tangential cone of O~G in D is detel'mined by the tangents in 

D to these five curves; so not on]y the point Ditself but a1so the 
tangential cone of 01,6 in D is entirely independent of the sixth 

pair (b, b'). 80 the surfaces 0 ;,G and O~G admit in the com mon node 

D a common tangelltial cone But t11is implies that tbe complete 
intersection of 0iG and 0~6 passes thl'oug~ D with six branches, 

For, jf D is the origin aud tIc a homogeneous form in ,x, y, z of 
order le, the equatious of ihe two sUl'faces assume the form 

1) This l'esult could have been predicled by remarking that the quadratic cone 
with vertex D is indetermillate, as it consisls of J and ::m arbitrary pI alle through 
the tl'allsvel'sal tb. 
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t 2 + ts + ... + t lO = 0 I t2 + t' 3 + ... + t' IG = 0 
from which ensues tha.t the total intel'section lies on the surface 

(ta - t's) + (t. - t'4) + ... + (tIG - t'lO ) = 0, 

admitting a thl'eefold point in the ol'igin. So the completing clIrve 
Ó}46 m-ust pass onee through D, the curves Q!O doing this tog'ether 

u,c t 

five times i mOl'eover the tangent to Qbl4G in D lies on the common 
,e 

tangential cone ot O~6 and O~6 in D. 
BeBides the twenty 'common nodes D each of the two surfares 

ad mits 100 nodes more, which we will represent by Eb and Ee. 
Th~ 100 }Joints Eb eorrei:1ponding by 20 to the pair lh, b') and four 
of the pairs (ai, a',) !ie on the enrvcs QJo and therefore on O~6; 

for the same reason O~G contains the 100 points EL' So the total 

interseetion of the sUl'faces O~6 and O~G passes twice through the 

200 points Eb and Er> these points being nodes of Olle of the surf'aces 
and ordinary points of tlle other; as the fire curves Q!O pass together 

.• ' ! 

onee through these points, the completing intersection Qó146 must 
,e 

contain the 200 points I). 

5. In order to be ahle to determine the nnmber of points emitting 
transversa.ls lying on a quadl'atic cone to eight pairs of Jines rrossing 
each other we still want to lmow how many points ihe curve Q b146 

,e 

has in eommon with eaeh of the 14 gi\'en lines (rtl' a',), (b, b'), (c, c') 
and with earh of the 42 transversals of these seven pairs by two. 
Evidently the first nULnber is 16; for the sllrface OIO corresponding 
to Sii ~f the seven páirs is cut byeach line of the seventh pair in 
16 points. Moreover by means of the -method of art. 2 we find for 
the se'cond number, represented there in general by 2), for n = 2 
th.e resnlt 12. 

6. We now pass to the determination of the number of points 
P, emitting transversals lying on aquadratic cone to eight given 
pairs (ai, a'!), i -::. 1, 2, 3, 4,' 5, and (b, b'), (0, c'), (d, d'). To that end 
we consider the th ree systems 

1) It 'is quitè nahiral that 'the points Eb and Ee !ie on p146. For if E~ lies on plO 
~ 1 

the èoiie with respect to O~6 consists of the plane rr. through the transversals 

to2: t"s' ta:, tns and the-plane ~ through the transversals tal I te, whilst the cone with 
rèspect',rto. O~G consists -óf rr. .and an arbitrary plane through tal' for which we 

can take ~ as weil. 

34 
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XIV. 
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(ai,a'i), (b,b') (ai,a'i), (C,C') (a , a'ï), (d,d') 

and the corresponding surfaces Og6, 0~6, 0à6, in order to propose 

the question how many of the 2336 points of intersection of 0~6 

and Q b146 satisfy the conditions of the problém. 
,e 

Here we must fix our attention upon the following gl'OllpS of points 
which are to be discarded: 

a. the twenty common nodes D of 0l6, 0~6, 0 ~6 , 

b. the hundred nodes Eb of 0~6 and the hundred nodes Ee of 0!6, 
c. the suteen points F common to Qb146 and any of the ten lines ai, 

,e 

cl. the twelve points G common ta Q~~6 and each of th~ twenty 

transversals of two of the five pairs (ai, a'i), 
e. the forty points H common to any of th~ five surfaces O~i,b,c 

and the cO,rresponding curve Q}o. 

We cansider each of these five groups separately. 
a. The 20 points D count tlwice among the points common to 

Q 146 and 0dI6, for the curve touches in the node of the surface the 
b,c 

tangential cone of tbe surface. 
b. Each of the 200 points Eb, Ee counts once. 
c. A point F ('ommon to al and Q1~e6 counts fol' Jour points of 

intersection; for the cone with vertex F cal'responding to the six 
pairs la2, a'2) , ... , (a 5, a's), (b, b'), (c, c') cuts a'l twice and F lies 
on a double line of 016• 

e 

d. A point G common to t1,2 and Q14c6 counts once. , 
e. A point H common to OJ" band QIIO lies on Qb146, as it emits 

~ ~ ~ 

tbree complanar transversals to (apa'l)' (b,b'), (c,c') and four com-
planar tl'ansversals to the other pairs (a 2, a'2)' oo, (as' a's). As the tan
gential plane in H to 0à6 cuts the common tangential plane of 0b6 

and 0~6 in H according to the tangent in H to Q~o, the point H counts 

for one point of intersection. 
As all these grollps of points admit the propel'ty that the cone 

for 0à6 differs fJ'om the cone cOl'l'esponding to 016 and 0!6, they 

must be discarded. So the required number is 

2336 - 3.20 - '200 - 4.10.16 - 20.12 - 5.40 = 996. 

We can check easily the obtained result. In the special case of 
eighLpairs of inte1'sectin,q lines, where (Ai, ai), i = 1,2, "', ~ indi
('ute point of intel'sertion and connecting plane fol' each pair, we 
find the followillg solutions: 
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1st . tbe vel'tices of the fo1.t1' cones through the eight points Ai, 
2nd• in each of the e(qht planes ai the vertices of the six cones 

through tbe seven points Ai not lying in that plane, counted twice, 
31d • in ,each of the twe12ty eigld lines of intersection of the eigh~ 

planes al by two thc vertices of the four cOlles through the siK 
points Al not lying in either of the two pln.I1PS, counted fOUT times, 

4. each of the jifty si.x points of intersection of the eigbt planes 
ai by th1'ee, counted e~qht times. This gives 

1.4.1= 4 

8.6.2= 96 
28 . 4 . 4 = 448, 

56.1.8 = 448 

996 

7 . We uni te the resnlts found for 12 = 2 in: 
THI<JOREl\f lIl. "The locus of the point P eluitting transversals lying 

on aquadratic cone to six arbitl'adly 1) ghren pairs of lines is a 
sul'face 0 16

• This sllrface passes twiee thl'Ollgh tbe 12 g'iyen lines and 
Ollce thl:Ollgh the j 5 pairs of transversa]s of the SiK givell pairs by 
two; moreovel' it contaills the 15 twisted rUl'ves QIO fOl'ming the 
locus of the point fol' which fom of the siK tmnsversals are complanar. 
These 15 curves cut each other by five in 120 points for which 
five of the six transversals are complanar; eaeh of these points is a 
node of' alG with a tangential cone deterruined by the tangents of 
the five curves QIO passing throllgh {hat point." 

"The locus of the point P emitting tl'ansversals lying on a quaclratie 
cone to seven al'bitrarily given pairs of Iines is a twisteel curve Q!16 

cutting each of tlle 14 given ]ines in 16 anel each of the 42 tl'ans
v.el'sals of the seven pairs by two in 12 points; it passes through 
the nodes of the smfaces 0 16

, corresponding to siK of the seven pairs 
and tOllches in these points the tangelltial cones of these surfn,ces." 

"The llumbel' of' points P emitting transyersals lying on aquadratic 
('one to eight arbitrarily given pairs of lines is 996." 

In tollowing communications we hope to extend these consider
atiollR to the cases n = 3, 4, etc. and to give polydimensiollal 
g~~~eralisations of the problem. 

1) ·We do not wish to enumerate different special cases here. It may only be 
pointed out lhat the surface OIG becomes indeterminate if in order lo obtain six 
pai,rs' of lines we bol'l'oW thl'ee pairs of reciprocal polars of each of two lillear 
complexes. -

34* 


